
 
Bellingham-Whatcom County Commission Against Domestic Violence 
DV Commission Meeting 
Thursday, Jan 24, 2018 from 8:30am-10:00am  
@Bellingham Police Department 
 
The mission of the Bellingham-Whatcom County Commission Against Domestic Violence is to provide 
leadership in the community's effort to reduce and prevent domestic violence. 
 
Members Attending: Alan Artman; Karen Burke; Regina Delahunt; David Doll; Starck Follis; Chris Kobdish; Jon 
Mutchler; Katie Olvera; Mike Parker; Linda Quinn; Dave Reynolds; Mike Riber; Eric Richey; Peter Ruffatto; 
Sharon Rutherford; Garret Shelsta; Kevin Turner; Bruce Van Glubt; Michele Zlotek; Moonwater  
 
Members Absent: Riannon Bardsley; Beth Boyd; Bill Elfo; Silvia Johnson; Ken Levinson; Darlene Peterson; 
Mary Welch 
 
Staff Present:  Susan Marks; Liz Stuart; Elizabeth Montoya; Jessyca Murphy 
 
Guests: Mo Whalen; Paul Curd; Rocky Vernola; Erik Sigmar; Stephanie Walhgren; Claudia Murphy; Kevin 
Mede; Paula Mathysse; Jana Koshinz; Margaret Vlahos; Michelle Langstraat; Melissa Lacki; Melanie Campos; 
Flo Simon; Jeff Parks; Andria Fountain; Justin Pike; Sheryl Cartwright; Helena Schlegel; Ryan Anderson 
 

MEETING GOAL 
Provide opportunity for members to understand survivor experiences, become familiar with Audit 

findings and recommendations, and identify actions to leverage the Audit in their agencies 
 
 

Agenda Item Discussion 
Welcome and Introductions  
   

• Introductions: Name, title, 
agency    

• Reminder: Complete your 
meeting evaluations (in packet) 

• Announcements 
o Glossary of terms 
o Big Consent Event 

 

Welcome and Introductions 
   

• Chris Kobdish welcomed everyone and asked attendees to introduce 
themselves along with their title and agency. 
 

• Chris reminded attendees to complete their meeting evaluations and 
announced the inclusion of the Glossary of Terms, included in meeting 
handouts, the result of previous meeting evaluations. 

 
• Chris announced that the Big Consent event – a youth summit for high 

school teens and their adult mentors – will be March 1st at Whatcom 
Community College.  Members can promote the event by checking 
out BigConsentEvent.com and talking to Liz Stuart, Project Manager 
with the Commission. 

MOTION: Consent Agenda  
• Minutes from November 29, 

2018 
• 2019 DV Commission 

operational budget 

MOTION: Consent Agenda 
 

• Chris announced the consent agenda: 
o Minutes from November 29, 2018 
o 2019 DV Commission operational budget 
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• Executive committee at large 
nomination: Katie Olvera 

o Executive committee at large nomination: Katie Olvera  
• Regina Delahunt motioned in favor and Mike Parker seconded. 
• Motions passed with all in favor. 

 
Sexual Assault National Demonstration 
Audit  

• Context for Audit report  
o Overview of what’s 

been done 
o Sharing & debriefing 

survivor voices 
o Overarching societal 

themes impacting our 
community response 

• Presentation of findings, 
recommendations, & 
commitments   
o Strengths: Elizabeth 

Montoya 
o Medical: Stephanie 

Wahlgren 
o Advocacy: Karen Burke  
o Law enforcement: Lt. Claudia 

Murphy 
o Prosecution: Erik Sigmar 

• Questions 
• Leveraging Audit findings and 

recommendations 

Sexual Assault National Demonstration Audit  
 

• Katie Olvera introduced the panel of audit team members from the 
Sexual Assault National Demonstration Audit (SANDA).  

o She gave a brief overview of the audit process, findings, and 
recommendations. She thanked the audit team for their time 
and commitment.  

o She reminded everyone of the audit question: “How is the 
Bellingham-Whatcom County criminal legal system organized 
to meet the justice needs of sexual assault survivors?” 

o She directed attendees to turn to page 88 for a list of data 
collection activities, which included survivor focus groups and 
interviews, case file reviews, stakeholder interviews, and 
observations. 

o She described that the audit provides well-informed 
recommendations that put survivor voices first. She reminded 
attendees that survivors are also us – survivors are in the 
room and in all our workplaces. She encouraged everyone to 
be mindful, respectful, and take care of themselves, as 
needed. 
 

• Each member of the audit team read aloud quotes from survivors. 
o Katie asked attendees to take a few minutes and debrief with 

a neighbor and discuss how hearing survivor voices helps to 
deepen your understanding of this work. 

o Moonwater commented that she was focused on the need 
the survivor was expressing. Often it was to be heard, 
validated, and communicated with. This can feel cumbersome 
for systems to do consistently, but it feels doable on an 
individual level as human beings. 
 

• Katie explained that audit team members representing the different 
systems involved (law enforcement, advocacy, medical, and 
prosecution) will take some time to share recommendations that 
were specifically relevant to their discipline, and explain how they 
plan to work on implementing those recommendations. 

o She added that some of what they are sharing will be relevant 
to people in the room, their agencies, and work they do. 
Sometimes when we hear recommendations, we can feel 
defensive. She encouraged that if anyone feels defensiveness 
arising, to remember the survivor quotes and find an anchor 
in their voices. 
 

• Katie explained that the audit team found two broad overarching 
themes that were present in all gaps. They are also present in society 
and our community as a whole. The first theme surrounds myths and 
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misconceptions about sexual assault, such as victim-blaming, doubting 
a person’s story, and misconceptions about consent. The second 
theme surrounds implicit bias, such as historical oppression – this was 
particularly true for Native survivors in our community. The audit 
team found increased barriers for those survivors due to bias and 
oppression. The report includes recommendations for how to address 
those overarching themes. 
 

• Elizabeth Montoya, DV Commission Project Manager, presented the 
strengths identified in the audit report. She explained that the 
purpose of an audit is to look at gaps, but we found it really important 
to also examine what our community is doing well.  

o She instructed attendees to turn to page 28 of the report to 
review the strengths.  

o She explained Strength 1: The agencies involved have 
proactively committed to audit process. The agencies have 
gone through several audits in the past, but this was the first 
to explicitly look at sexual assault responses. She emphasized 
that it is amazing that so many systems are dedicated to 
improving the experience of survivors – it is not an easy 
process to hear from survivors that systems are not meeting 
their needs, and to have recommendations that add to our 
workloads. She stressed that it is really powerful that we have 
all these folks on board, and expressed that she is inspired by 
the audit team and those who participated in the process. 

o She explained Strength 2: Our community has 
multidisciplinary responses and a commitment to 
collaboration. Our systems talk to each other and have 
relationships with each other, for example the Wednesday 
Special Assault Meeting hosted by prosecutor’s office, the 
forensic nurse team, the Domestic Violence High Risk Team 
(DVHRT), and the DV Commission. The fact that our systems 
are talking to each other and want to address these issues is a 
huge asset as we move forward. She explained that a primary 
recommendation is the development of a Sexual Assault 
Response Team (SART) – the fact that we have these systems 
in place will help move that forward. 

o She explained Strength 3: The response of individual 
practitioners helps survivors feel believed, empowered, and 
supported. There were several examples of people in all of 
our systems who are going above and beyond for survivors. 
She highlighted a case review involving a woman who decided 
to report her sexual assault based solely on fact that she had 
positive relationship with a law enforcement officer. She 
didn’t want to move forward to prosecution, but she felt safe 
and knew she would be believed and validated. The officer 
referred her to other services. Survivors want to know that 
they will be believed. We must try to institutionalize those 
practices, so if that person retires we will have these systems 
in place. 
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• Stephanie Wahlgren, from Saint Joseph’s Medical Center, addressed 

Gap 1: There are systemic delays in processing sexual assault cases – 
detailed on page 34.  

o She described how she is inspired by survivors’ courage to be 
vulnerable and seek a sexual assault exam, after experiencing 
trauma. She explained that the audit team found there are 
delays in waiting for forensic examines of up to 8-10 hours. 
Advocates shared that survivors have left on their own 
accord, been asked to leave and come back, or been told to 
go to another hospital. This was echoed in focus groups. The 
audit team found that on nights and weekends, there is rarely 
a forensic nurse on-call – there were three weeks in a row 
where the hospital had to send survivors to Everett. Page 36 
of the report describes how if a survivor chooses not to go 
through with the exam, an officer, prosecutor, or jury might 
question their credibility. Additionally, time sensitive evidence 
is lost. Survivors are not always told how to preserve their 
evidence properly.  

o The recommendation Stephanie committed to for St. Joseph’s 
response to sexual assault involves researching better staffing 
models and scheduling, visiting other communities to see 
what programs they are using, and finding ways to pool 
forensic nurses through more recruitment and better 
compensation.  
 

• Karen Burke, from DVSAS, addressed Gap 2: Sexual assault survivors 
experience a lack of follow-up, communication, and engagement 
from responding systems – detailed on page 43.  

o She reread the quote on this page: “if nothing else were to 
change, you need to tell victim what’s going on.”  

o She discussed how this is an area DVSAS can improve on as 
well – DVSAS is great at beginning with crisis stabilization, but 
there is more the agency can do to address the long-term 
effects of that trauma. There is a lack of follow-up and 
engagement across responding systems. DVSAS has been 
committed to the value of empowerment and advocates have 
left it up to the victim to determine what they need, seek out 
services, and call back. The agency is working on facilitating 
better connection to services, checking in with the victim, 
saying I’m going to call you back until you tell me not to. 
Currently the volunteers who are dispatched to forensic 
exams are not always able to call back the next day – so, 
follow-up calls will be conducted by staff.  
 

• Claudia Murphy addressed Gap 5: Across systems there is lack of 
expertise in sexual assault dynamics, trauma-informed care, and 
effective survivor engagement – detailed on page 71.  

o She explained that it is going to be very easy for people to 
internalize what is wrong and want to be defensive. She 
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talked about the 2.5 day training audit team members 
underwent, which addressed defensiveness. She explained 
that these gaps are not from one isolated agency, but rather 
the whole system. Sexual assault response is one tiny little 
piece of what law enforcement does, but it is an area in which 
officers really need to be experts. There could be other areas 
where these gaps exist. Throughout the audit process, 
everybody was vulnerable about their agency and this is what 
made the audit work. She stated the quote which rang true 
for her was the one which said, “There were so many missed 
opportunities to offer condolences.” She encouraged all 
responders to be kind and say, “I’m sorry this happened to 
you.”  

o She discussed how survivors have to tell their story multiple 
times – BPD is conducting an examination to see how this can 
be limited. She noted that officers are asking for training on 
trauma-informed care. She pledged to be the voice to her 
staff to let them know this is important. She discussed related 
positive changes such as when the deaf community expressed 
they did not feel safe with local interpreters who may not 
keep their information private – now officers have apps on 
their phones that can connect to a live ASL interpreter.  
 

• Erik Sigmar, from the Whatcom County Prosecutor’s Office, also 
addressed Gap 1: There are systemic delays in processing sexual 
assault cases – detailed on page 34. 

o He explained that there are delays at every step of the 
process, which results in one year or more before a case can 
be resolved. It can take months for a victim to hear about 
their case status. Prosecutors who were anonymously 
interviewed felt like they did not have time to process cases 
because of their bloated caseloads. He cited a statistic from 
the American Bar Association which recommended felony 
prosecutors handle no more than 70 cases. He stated that 
prosecutors are far in excess of that, handling 120 or more 
cases at a time. He stated that he is sitting at 148 and that 
doesn’t include pending review cases which would be 170. 
Our prosecutors are handling over double what the American 
Bar Association recommends. In discussions with defense 
attorneys, they have indicated that delays are used as 
deliberate tactic because evidence gets worse over time.  

o He discussed the 5-day period between trial confirmation 
hearings and the actual trial. Often the prosecutor only has 
the weekend to be prepared for trial and that is not enough – 
this results in backlog as cases get continued. Survivors then 
feel like the system doesn’t prioritize their sense of safety and 
justice, and this prolongs suffering and anxiety, as well as the 
feeling of not being believed. Survivors healing process is 
delayed, there are safety concerns, and judgement from the 
community. Delays result in disengagement from survivors 
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and a lack of accountability for offenders. Under the new 
leadership of Eric Richey, the prosecutor’s office is committed 
to implementing procedures which more effectively oppose 
continuances, conducting more supervisory reviews, 
implement electronic systems for receiving of information 
from law enforcement, and push the court to change the 5-
day trial confirmation.  

o The prosecutor’s office is now fully staffed with victim 
advocates, which will improve communication with survivors. 
They are also working to resist the continuance of old cases, 
divert low-level drug and property crimes to district court, and 
offer alternatives to jail in those cases, along with more 
treatment options, so that prosecutors can focus on more 
serious cases. Additionally, they are in conversations with 
judges to change the unrealistic trial calendar. 
 

• Katie stated that she is feeling very inspired and thanked everyone for 
their honesty. She asked for any questions or comments from the 
group.  

o Rocky Vernola (Whatcom Community College) asked 
Stephanie if there was any effort being made to reach out to 
health clinics to receive forensic training. Stephanie said, not 
right now, that that is something that could be implemented.  

o Mike Parker (Opportunity Council) commented that he did not 
hear any specific comments about how local tribes were 
impacted, asking how team members saw the theme 
surrounding bias being applied to the actions taken by each 
system. 
 Claudia responded offering survivors advocacy from 

Lummi Victims of Crime and providing implicit bias 
training to officers as ways this is being addressed by 
law enforcement. She added the example of making 
certain accommodations such as returning blankets 
that have been taken by officers as evidence. 

 Karen stated that the audit team recognized a month 
or two months in that there was a lot of work to do 
before we could expect Native survivors to talk to 
outside system. Relationships needed to be built and 
we needed to facilitate a better connection, presence, 
and partnership with the tribes before we fully could 
understand the problem and address it.  

o Regina Delahunt asked about the SART team – what it would 
focus on and what it would look like.  
 Elizabeth responded that the community does not 

have a place were representatives from different 
systems are talking specifically about adult sexual 
assault. There are places where child sexual abuse is 
being addressed – our society sees this differently and 
systems respond differently. There is an opportunity 
for really focused and dedicated collaborative 
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response to adult sexual assault cases. Many people 
are familiar with the Wednesday meetings – SART 
teams are usually smaller than that and consist of 
individuals on the level of responding to sexual assault 
cases. The team would work to find ways of 
reinforcing consistent messaging to survivors, 
increase collaboration and communication, and 
address the gaps listed in the report. The team would 
also be a resource for our community by becoming 
experts on sexual assault in the community. 

o Rocky asked if the reported looked at the family unit as a form 
of support for victims.  
 Melissa responded that she remembers hearing from 

survivors that was a real need for education and 
support for their families and peers.  

 Katie agreed this was something that could have been 
named. In the focus groups, she remembered 
survivors saying, “My partner or mom didn’t 
understand or believe me.” This highlights the theme 
that there are myths and misconceptions about what 
it means to heal from sexual assault. 

o Mike Riber asked what is being done to address how survivors 
have to repeatedly share their story to different 
responders/systems. 
 Erik responded by explaining the difficulties of the 

different case management systems used by different 
agencies. He said that the prosecutor’s office hopes to 
move away from the paper system within a year. 

o Linda asked if the maps in the appendix are examples of what 
is currently happening or what the team would like to see 
happening.  
 Elizabeth responded that the systems mapping was 

done early on in the audit process and is a picture of 
what’s currently happening – it is a general snapshot 
of what any sexual assault case processing might look 
like.  

• Karen gave comment that sexual assault is one of the only crimes that 
because of our misconceptions, we meet victims with the assumption 
that they’re lying. Studies have shown that victims lie about assault at 
the same rate as other crimes. She stated that these changes are 
about more than improving system – we have to go against the tide of 
what our whole society is asking us to believe. 

 
• Katie noted that ours is the first community to look at sexual assault in 

this way. Bellingham is spearheading this audit process. 
 

• Susan thanked everyone for sharing and asking questions. She asked 
attendees to complete a handout detailing how they can use this 
information in the report and implement changes in their agency or 
sphere of influence. She brought attention to some examples included 
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in the meeting packet and added that if anyone would like to have a 
conversation with the DV Commission staff, we can help facilitate 
that.  

o Sharon Rutherford discussed her role in the hospital 
and how she can use the process map on page 133 to 
re-think about how a patient enters the emergency 
room, how long it takes for them to get to right place 
and cared for by right individual. There are easy fixes 
we don’t realize until we have an audit like this. We 
can remove some of the delays and make survivors 
feel welcomed and cared for. 

 
• Susan discussed the next steps for implementing recommendations. 

She explained that the report has been shared with Commission 
members and people who are here today. The Office of Violence 
Against Women will look at the report and then it can be shared more 
publicly. We will share it with leadership teams, agency leaders, and 
elected officials. With regards to resource concerns, such as 
prosecutor caseloads, she encouraged everyone to think about the 
fixes they can implement without additional resources. She reminded 
attendees that there is a year and a half of funding to support the 
Commission in sending people to trainings and site visits, as well as 
fund a criminal legal advocate at DVSAS. She committed to keeping 
the membership posted about ongoing progress. 

  

Reminders & Adjourn    
• Reminder: Turn in your Meeting 

Evaluations to Jessyca 

 

Reminders & Adjourn    
 

• Chris reminded attendees to turn in Meeting Evaluations to Jessyca. 
• Adjourn @ 10am 
• Next meeting: March 28th 8:30am-10am at Mount Baker Theater 

Encore Room 

 


